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Abstract
Your abstract text should go here. If you are going to use section headings, please follow the format below.

Introduction. What are the intellectual/theoretical origins of the study? What questions are being asked and/or hypotheses tested? What is the study population and the setting or context?

Methods. What data are collected? Primary/new or secondary—collected by others but analyzed in a new way?

Results. Describe what was found, including any problems encountered. Indicate the significance of what was learned for the particular study. It is acceptable to use tables and figures to illustrate results.

Conclusions and Discussion. Discuss the significance of the findings. Was a comparison or control group used? Offer helpful hints to those who might consider adapting or experimenting in similar ways. What constrained the effort on your campus or in your department or organization? Speak to the specific translational value of the study. Suggest what could be done next or differently. Offer a statement about the general contribution the study makes to the UI community.

Acknowledgments. Identify all sources of support—personal and funding—for the research being reported in the manuscript.

References. What literature did you draw upon? Within the body of the manuscript, text references should be placed in parentheses, with no more than 3 authors listed, year (if 4 or more, list first author, et al., year).
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Place the reference list with 2-5 literature citations immediately following the abstract text. The UI Journal makes use of reference and citation formats stipulated by the most recent version of the American Psychological Society ("APA format"). APA format should be used for the references and citations only; APA format should not be used for the entire paper.

Unpublished results, including personal communications and submitted manuscripts, should be cited as such in the text. Quoted material from respondents in the study population should be italicized, indented, and double-spaced between quotes.

**If your abstract contains Tables and Figures, please follow the formatting below.**

- Table and Figure numbers in the body of manuscript, **bold-faced**.
  - **Example**: Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Nunc pretium, ex et placerat pharetra, magna leo laoreet ante, ac ullamcorper est sem id ante (Figure 1).
  - On the Table/Figure, the Table/Figure number should be followed by a period (.), and the Table/Figure number and Title should be **Arial, 11-point, bold-faced**, left justified.
    - Content of table should be Arial, 10-point font.
      - **Example**: Table 1. Title of Table

|----------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Source: Nullam maximus ut nisl at bibendum.
- Table/Figure Source(s) should be listed underneath the table/figure, Arial, 10-point font, left justified.